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Tonight is the night. After several months, if not years, of waiting we
FINALLY get to see what the wrestling world has been waiting for: Mike
Tenay is getting in the ring for a match. Yes indeed. Somehow, this is
the point we’ve reached. We also might find out something about the fate
of the World Title and Russo has a surprise for Goldberg on top of it,
but Tenay is wrestling tonight. Let’s get to it.

On a side note, check out the attendance. Back in February 1998, the same
arena did 12,620 for SuperBrawl VIII. Earlier in 2000, also at the Cow
Palace, they drew 8,569 for SuperBrawl X. In six months they’ve lost
about 6,000 fans and in two and a half years they’ve lost 10,000 fans. In
two and a half years, 10,000 have decided that they don’t want to waste
their money on WCW anymore.

That’s ignoring the fact that those were pay per views, meaning this show
was likely cheaper. Also, less than 2,000 of these tickets were actually
paid. If you want to see (arguably) the biggest reason why WCW died,
there it is: people stopped coming to see it. If San Francisco, which
wasn’t even a major city for them, has shed 10,000 paying fans in less
than three years, how bad do you think it is around the country? On top
of THAT, how bad do you think the arena is going to look with a minimum
of 10,000 empty seats?

Here are the Filthy Animals with the Disqo Duck. After Konnan suggests
that Disqo has been, ahem, enjoying one of the Duck’s holes, Konnan wants
to hang the Duck above the ring and have a ladder match RIGHT NOW.
Madden: “It’s duck season, not wabbit season.”
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Konnan/Rey Mysterio vs. Boogie Knights

That would be Disqo/Alex Wright of course. The announcers sound terrified
that they could possibly be called the Boogie Knights in a semi-funny
bit. This is a ladder match with Wright springboarding in to take over,
allowing Disqo to crush Konnan with the ladder in the corner. Rey comes
in with a Thesz Press using the ladder and puts the Knights inside and
underneath said ladder, setting up an Atomic Arabian Facebuster to crush
both guys.

The double Nutcracker Suite keeps the Knights down and Rey flip dives
over the top to take Alex out. A Last Dance allows Disqo to climb
(Hudson: “A last chance for the duck snatch!”) but Rey takes him down
with a sunset bomb. Konnan climbs up and gets the Duck for the win in
less than five minutes.

Rating: D+. So the match is four and a half minutes, the Knights lose
their first match, AND THEY WERE FIGHTING OVER A DUCK. What am I supposed
to say to this? Madden making duck puns was the most entertaining thing
in the match. As in him saying the Knights were “mallardjusted” and
losing as a result. That’s your highlight here.

Post match the Knights beat the Animals down with the Duck.

David Flair brings in a man wearing a hood and bound by handcuffs.
Tonight the man is going to confess, which presumably means he’s the
father.

Russo, now out of his neck brace, says he’s not an athlete so he’s
relinquishing the World Title. That means we’re getting a title match
tonight between Jeff Jarrett and Scott Steiner for the vacant belt. As
for Goldberg, he showed what a coward he was last week and he’s lucky
that Russo didn’t file charges for assault. This brings Goldberg to the
ring to call out Russo, who says he’s got plans. Hopefully those plans
involve actually looking at the camera instead of being just a few inches
off like he was in the promo.

Cue Russo in a Popemobile (with Borash driving) as Goldberg plows through
security. Russo wants Goldberg to feel his pain so he’s got an idea.



Starting tonight, Goldberg has to break his streak of 176-0 to get
another shot at the World Title. If he loses once, he’s out of WCW.
Goldberg goes after Borash and finds the keys but cue Meng to attack
Goldberg with the Death Grip. Russo announces Meng as Goldberg’s first
opponent for later tonight.

Now this is an idea I can get behind a bit more than most of Russo’s
nonsense because there’s an actual plot. You can see where this should go
over the next few months with a clear hero and villain. In other words,
things are a bit calmer and in theory, Goldberg will get his hands on
Russo at some point. Unfortunately that’s something so rare in WCW that
it’s really hard to get behind it.

Russo says he’s leaving tonight so Mike Sanders is in charge. Sanders
leaves the room and Russo tells Borash to keep an eye on Mike tonight.

Actor Chuck Zito is out for commentary.

Hardcore Title; Sgt. AWOL vs. Reno

The title is vacant coming in. AWOL knocks Reno out of the air with a
trashcan to start and it’s already time for a chair. Reno comes back and
goes after Zito for no apparent reason before pounding on AWOL even more.
Cue Big Vito to cane Reno, allowing AWOL to chokeslam Reno through a
table for the pin and the title.

Post match here’s Sanders to say that Reno is champion due to the
interference.

The Cat has announced that Booker T. and Sting are the top two contenders
instead of Jarrett and Steiner.

David has handcuffed the hooded guy to a dressing room rack. The hooded
guy has some very large arms.

Here are Shane and Torrie to talk about being the real first couple of
wrestling. Torrie wants to see Shane in action and it’s time for a match.

Shane Douglas vs. Mike Awesome



Shane takes him right into the corner to start but Mike takes the fight
to the floor. Lex Luger, who wrestled a match on Thunder, is sitting in
the crowd as a fan. Awesome loads up a table (three matches so far and
we’ve had a ladder and back to back tables) and tries for the Awesome
Bomb, only to have Torrie open her top to show off a skin colored
swimsuit top. The distraction lets Shane grab the Franchiser for the pin.

Tygress goes after Torrie post match and Konnan has to run out to save
her from Shane.

Jarrett and Steiner want Sanders to fix this thing with Booker and Sting.
Nash and the Thrillers come in and don’t say much.

Nash tries to give Sanders a pep talk to go after the Cat.

Video on Meng.

Meng says (yes says) that Goldberg dies tonight. Apparently if he loses,
he’s out of WCW too.

Sanders has fixed things somehow.

Meng vs. Goldberg

Slugout, Meng misses a kick, spear, Jackhammer, pin in less than 40
seconds.

Goldberg says that’s #1 but here’s Kronik to beat Goldberg down. High
Times plants him and apparently some souls have been sold.

Sanders’ solution: Steiner/Sting vs. Booker/Jarrett with the winning team
facing each other for the title later tonight.

David pours water on the hooded guy. You can see the same rope tattoo
that Buff Bagwell has on his arm.

Jeff Jarrett/Booker T. vs. Sting/Scott Steiner

Sting and Jarrett get things going with Sting avoiding a monkey flip
attempt and hitting Jeff in the chest. The running bulldog sets up the
Stinger Splash but a poke to the eye breaks up the Scorpion. It’s off to



Booker vs. Steiner with Scott bailing to the floor as we’re already
stalling. Back in and Steiner pounds him down until Booker hits a quick
kick to the face.

Now it’s off to Sting vs. Booker to make things a bit more interesting.
Booker’s headlock is countered with a hiptoss before it’s Sting grabbing
a headlock of his own. This is straight out of the totally average match
they had at Spring Stampede but the announcers called it amazing anyway.
Steiner low bridges Booker out to the floor, only to get beaten down by
Jarrett as things get weird again.

Things settle back down with Steiner clotheslining Booker and dropping
the elbow. Booker gets tied up in the Tree of Woe but pops out like a
daisy from the snow, setting up a spinebuster on Scott. Jeff comes in to
stay on Steiner (still odd to see), only to get caught in a spinning
belly to belly. Scott rolls over and makes the hot tag off to Sting as
everything breaks down. The announcers try to figure out who is legal as
Booker ax kicks Steiner. The side kick hits the referee (because of
course) and Jarrett guitars Sting for the pin and the title match later.

Rating: C-. The match wasn’t the worst thing in the world as it had more
time but the match was the usual brawling mess that they usually have.
Above all else though, it’s clear that the wrestlers can go more than two
minutes, which makes you wonder why they never do. My best guess: Vince
Russo hates wrestling and has no idea how to make it actually work.

Cruiserweight Title: Elix Skipper vs. Mike Sanders

Skipper is ticked off that he has to face Sanders after Nash made fun of
him last week (by calling Beetlejuice Elix). Skipper wants to fight Nash
at the same time so here are all of the Thrillers. Nash has spent the
last 45 minutes telling Beetlejuice that he’s sorry for calling him
Skipper. We’re still not ready to go because Sanders has some rules.
First of all, Team Canada is banned from ringside. Second, you have to
win this match with a powerbomb. Third, let’s just make this a handicap
match for fun.

Nash hits Elix in the head with a microphone and we’re ready to go.
Sanders gets backdropped out of a powerbomb attempt and Elix kicks him in



the head. Did I miss Team Canada turning face? Skipper covers for no
count because there’s no powerbomb. That’s enough for Nash as he comes in
and decks Skipper before talking about how these kids need to stop taking
spots from the veterans.

As he’s talking, Elix goes to the top for a really long missile dropkick
before hammering away on Nash. We look at Luger in the crowd again and
miss Nash taking over again. Nash doesn’t like Skipper calling himself a
Canadian so it’s a powerbomb to give Sanders the title. I’m not going to
rate this due to how much of it was spent on miniature Nash promos but as
usual it was an angle disguised as a match.

Goldberg tries to leave but Terry Taylor tells him that he has another
match tonight.

Nash goes to take a shower when Team Canada jumps the Thrillers from
behind. Lance Storm and Jim Duggan have the Thrillers cowering in all of
ten seconds because that’s what WCW thinks of those guys.

Goldberg vs. Harris Brothers

A spear and a Jackhammer give Goldberg two pins in thirty seven seconds,
as in two seconds faster than he beat Meng.

The Thrillers are begging Nash for help, even though the simple answer
would seem to be BEAT THE CANADIANS TO A PULP BECAUSE THERE ARE ONLY TWO
OF THEM RIGHT NOW.

The World Title match will now be a 49ers match. There will be a box at
each corner with the belt in one of them. Whoever finds it is the
champion. So the title is being decided in a scavenger hunt. Also note
that the other three boxes will have weapons. Remember that.

David Flair brings out the guy in a hood. Flair slaps him in the head a
few times and promises to embarrass him before removing the handcuffs. As
expected, the guy immediately stands up and takes off the hood to reveal
that it’s Buff Bagwell. The beating is quickly on and Buff scores with a
Blockbuster before leaving.

WCW World Title: Booker T. vs. Jeff Jarrett



The title is vacant coming in. Jarrett has no guitar and it’s actually
really strange to not see it. They head outside to start with Jeff taking
over. It’s already time for the first box and it’s…..a blowup doll. Yeah
here we go. Booker comes back with a side slam and goes for another box
which has a picture of Scott Hall. That’s actually used as a weapon as
the picture is smashed over Jeff’s head, leaving him next to the doll.

Booker goes for a third box but Jeff sends him outside for a save. Jeff
gets smart by hitting him in the head with a box but can’t get a
piledriver. Instead Booker grabs one of his own onto the announcers’
table which doesn’t break in an always scary looking sight. That means
it’s time to open the third box, which contains a glove.

There’s nothing special about the glove (it looks like one you might use
while working in your yard) but the announcers declare it a coal miner’s
glove, meaning it would be weighted. You know what? Well done by them for
trying to make this even the slightest bit serious. Russo clearly isn’t
going to give them anything to work with so it’s nice to see them trying
to do it themselves.

Jeff takes Booker down and grabs the glove, though you have to wonder why
he isn’t going after the only box left which must contain the title. A
glove shot to the ribs allows Jarrett to pose before breaking another box
over Booker’s head instead of going for the box. Booker pops back up for
the save, only to eat a gloved shot to the jaw.

Jeff STILL won’t go up so it’s time for a sleeper. To be fair, Booker was
up quickly after the shot to the jaw, which shows another problem of the
match: the guys have been fighting over the glove like it means something
but they can’t decide if it knocks the other guy out or not. Booker
easily fights out of the sleeper and grabs one of his own, only to get
suplexed down.

Back up and Jeff tries a top rope glove shot to the head but dives into a
Bookend. Jeff makes another save but the Stroke is countered into the ax
kick. ANOTHER save keeps us going and Booker’s ax kick hits the ropes. An
electric chair out of the corner drops Booker but Jeff STILL WON’T CLIMB.
Cue Beetlejuice of all people to hit Jeff low, allowing Booker to get the



box down for the win and the title.

Rating: C. This one might require some explanation. Yeah the match
sucked, yeah there was a severe lack of logic and yeah there were a ton
of holes here, but I don’t put that on the wrestlers. It’s not their
fault that they had fifteen minutes to spend on a ridiculous gimmick that
the booker clearly wasn’t taking seriously. Maybe this could have gone
better had five matches (out of an eight match show) combine to go ten
minutes and they didn’t have to stall as long as they did before the
ending involving a “celebrity”. This was horrible, but I’m not about to
blame that on the guys who were asked to make something out of this
disaster.

Post match Steiner comes out to hit Booker with a pipe and put
Beetlejuice in the Recliner to end the show.

Overall Rating: D-. So Goldberg runs through people to start a new
segment (fine enough in theory but I have no reason to believe it works
long term) and then the rest of the show is all downhill from there.
There’s just way too much insanity at this point and it’s almost
impossible to keep track of what’s going on out there. As usual you have
gimmicks all over the place, illogical stories and ideas and the old guys
being pushed instead of the new talent who could use a rub. The problem
continues to be the same thing as always: Vince Russo doesn’t know how to
book a wrestling show.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new
book of the Complete Monday Nitro Reviews Volume IV at Amazon
for just $3.99 at:

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B01AXP08DK

And check out my Amazon author page with cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6
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